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�TIillFeature 

Physical economy: 
comparing taiwan 
and the P.RC. 
by Kathy S. Wolfe and Cho Wen-pin 

The figures for this article are on pages 24-35. 
I I 

The call by Chinese Vice Minister Hui Y ongzhen for a "new Silk Route" high-spe ed 
rail bridge from E�pe to China in ElR of May 27, f 994 is one of several signs that 
the People's  Republic of China has be gun to seek 3ll alternative to the "free-trade" 
policy of the 1980s which has brought its econ omy di ose to disaster. Under pressure 
from the British System economi sts of th e  Worl d B� , the P .R.C.  for the last decad e 
has diverted credit from internal infra structure and agqcultural development, to spe cu
lative Spe cial Economi c Zo nes (SEZ ) on the coast, where foreigne rs could make 
quick money in low-wage assembly of cheap good s fo r  export. 

This so-called Chinese miracle created a "blind flow" of millions of peasants 
who, because the agricultural interior can no loqger support them, seek work 
whatever the w ages , on the coast . It was also usd d  by the World Bank and the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) to demand tha� other underdeveloped nations 
follow the "China model . "  It has brought China to t he edge of social explosion . 

Simply backing away from British "free enterp rise ," however, will not avert 
a breakdown in China. Economic thinkers in China! and across Asia must now ask 
themselves: What is it in the British method which [p roduced this crisis? Is there a 
superior method, a philosophy of economic scienc� , which could save China, and 
develop the rest of the world? 

Lyndon H .  LaRouche , Jr. has commissioned i this study of the Republic of 
China on Taiwan (R . O . C . )  and of Mainland China , to demonstrate the scientific 
method of physical economy, the method which i�dustrialized the United States 
itself. The R .O .C .  on Taiwan, with its emphasis o n basic infrastructure , water 
projects , labor development, dir ected credit, and oth er programs proceeding from 
Dr. Sun Y at-sen' s "Three Principles of the People , "' has also proven the superiority 
of the physical economy method. 1 I 

Taiwan' s  economy is not of interest because q f its commercial success , but 
rathe r for the intense development of its infrastr�cture, th e very sector of the 
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P.R.C. economy, and of the current U.S. and European 
economies , which is fal ling apart due to neglect. Taiwan ' s  
infrastructure began with construction of  water projects need
ed for highly irrigated agriculture in a monsoon climate, 
and a high level of health and education infrastructure , later 
extended to power and transportation grids. As LaRouche 
pointed out in a recent interview , "Taiwan' s  infrastructure 
development approach is actually qualified to provide an 
even more developed industrial base" than Taiwan ' s  industri
al sector today. 

The statistics of physical economy show that , starting 
from the identical cultural base , the Chinese citizen on Tai
wan has been able to create a higher economic output and 
standard of living, precisely because of the higher value giv
en each individual ' s  labor power. This theory is the exact 
opposite of the World Bank ' s  demand for a "free-trade ," 
cheap-labor approach. In fact, what Chinese in Taiwan can 
do, so can Chinese on the Mainland. They are the same 
people , who speak the same language , and have the same 
heritage. 

For example , all the propaganda from the IMF that China 
is "overpopulated" and China' s  unfortunate one-child-per
family policy notwithstanding, the fact is that Taiwan ' s  infra
structure has allowed a population density far greater than 
that on the Mainland (Figure 1). 

Yet many Taiwanese leaders today have forgotten the 
method of physical economy and, brainwashed by Anglo
American universities , have begun to adopt "free marketiza-
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Dongfeng trucks 
manufactured in the 
People's Republic of 
China. Drawing on the 
methodology that was so 
successful in Taiwan, 
the P.R.c. can achieve 
similar breakthroughs in 
economic output and 
standard of living; but 

following the British 
free-trade model is a 
recipe for disaster. 

tion ,"  "deregulation ,"  and other forms of "financial AIDS ," 
a disease caught in London and on Wal l  Street. The same 
is happening in Japan , South Korea, and the other "Asian 
miracles" : All of these nations are about to be in big trouble 
in the coming world financial crash, because their current 
leaders are without any competent economic theory or 
science. 

We do not propose , that i s ,  to substitute a "Taiwan mod
el" for a "China model." Rather, tl1is study wil l  use the 
physical evidence in Taiwan ' s  economy , compared to that of 
the P.R.C., to demonstrate the traces of an economic method 
whose roots are much older and more scientific. 

What is physical economy? 
"The true measure of the value oti human productive ac

tivity is the increase of the econom of labor, through aid 
of technological progress ,"  as LaR9uche defined it in his 
economics textbook , So, You Wish tdl Learn All About Eco
nomics?2 

Physical economy began , LaRouche notes there, in the 
Golden Renaissance , with Gemisthos Plethon of Greece, 
who presented a report on national economy to Cosimo de 
Medici in fifteenth-century Florence. Leonardo da Vinc i ' s  
subsequent work on theory of machind design reflected Pleth
on ' s  effort to develop a way to mUltiply the power of each 
man ' s  labor. Based on this method, i conomics as a science 
was established by Gottfried Leibniz in his 1 670s studies of 
the principles of heat-powered macHinery and their effects 
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on increasing productivity of labor. He showed that industri
alization requires rising real wages and family living stan
dards to produce an ever-more highly educated workforce. 

This Renaissance economic science allowed the total 
population of the human race-which took 24 centuries, 
from 1000 B.C. to A.D. 1400, just to double, reaching 400 
million-to more than triple, in the five centuries between 
1400 and 1900, to 1 .5 billion (Figure 2) . 

Physical economy thus rejects the lie later made famous 
by Britain's Thomas Malthus (plagiarized from the Venetian 
slave trade economist Giammarla Ortes) that humans breed 
like rabbits in a geometric function which has fixed limits, 
past which the rabbits must die en masse, when their food 
runs out. 

Physical economy instead demonstrates that whenever 
man has created renaissances in technology, in the power of 
machinery to multiply the work of every man, this enables 
such an increased rate of prOduction of physical goods, that 
humanity is able to supersede any limits imposed by older 
technologies, and grow at non-linear rates. 3 

This method became known as the American System, as 
applied by Alexander Hamilton, first U.S. Treasury secre
tary, in his 1 79 1  reports on Manufactures, Credit,. and a 
National Bank. These reports demonstrated the right of each 
sovereign nation-state to a sovereign system of credit, manu
facturing, and infrastructure technology. Hamilton's Report 
on Manufactures refutes, line by line, the British System of 
Adam Smith, under which the British Empire refused these 
rights to colonies and insisted upon the British fleet's right to 
"free trade." 

Hamilton's method industrialized the United States; the 
works of his student Friedrich List industrialized Germany. 
Based on Hamilton and List, the economists of the Meiji 
Restoration industrialzed Japan. It was the enormous indus
trial, scientific, educational, and artistic output of this Ameri
can System worldwide, which allowed for the very sharp 
upturn of global population from 700 million in 1800 to 1 .5 
billion by 1 900 (Figure 2).4 

The fight between the American System of physical econ
omy and the British System of free trade defines all subse
quent world history. Communism itself and the works of 
Karl Marx were nothing but a British attack on the American 
System, turning the state against the individual citizen. Hav
ing funded and helped establish Soviet and Chinese commu
nism, the British used communism as a threat, to demand 
that all nations turn to free trade as the only alternative. 

Lyndon LaRouche has become famous in recent years 
for insisting that there is a "third way." LaRouche has been 
the only economist in this century to revive the physical 
economy of the American System, and to take it further, 
putting it on a rigorous scientific basis. 

LaRouche's method of physical economy ignores, as use
less, all paper monetary measures such as Gross National 
Product and balance of payments, which equate the value of 
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machinery with the value of tJ· ·juana. 
To demonstrate which kin s of productive activity create 

increased technological powe of each member of the work
force over nature, this method �easures the physical produc
tion and infrastructure for tr�sportation of food, energy, 
water supplies, and useful industrial and household goods. 
These are measured on a per qapita, per household, and per 
square kilometer of land area-aevelopment basis. 

No monetary figures wha�soever are used in any way. 
Instead, the standard of living imd productivity of the human 
being are studied. For exampl�, even using the known fraud
ulent statistics provided by tI)e Mainland's communist re
gime, life expectancy in the �.R.C. to this day has not ap
proached that on Taiwan (F�re 3). 

, 

'Looking behind the da�a' 
. Instead, as LaRouche wr4te recently: ''The description 
begins with a simple require ent that the rate of increase 
of potential population-densi be greater than zero. This 
requires technological progre , which requires increases of 
production per capita and per quare kilometer, and of labor 
productivity per capita and pe household. Those conditions 
are expressed as improvemen s in the area used, per square 
kilometer and per capita, and mprovements in the tools and 
materials of production. . . . 

"The characteristic of the recent 6OO-odd years of Euro
pean Renaissance culture is the increase in the rate of urban
ization. The reason is the requirement of increasing emphasis 
upon improvements in land-area use and in tools, and also the 
cultural requirement of an incr¢ase in the physical standard of 
household consumption and irllife expectancies. To accom
plish certain productivities, more people must simply be lo
cated more closely together-l-at higher living standards. 
Such changes imply already an increase in urbanization rela
tive to the percentage of the labor force required for rural 
occupations. 

"Urbanization signifies m�re; new categories of change 
emerge lawfully from out of the belly of the old. ,,5 

Make a cut in time through the process of economic 
production. to sustain the households of the productive 
workforce and its skills, andlto maintain the industry and 
agriculture to employ them, there is a social cost of a consum
ers' "market basket"-so much consumption of food and 
other consumer goods per household and per area, and of a 
producers' "market basket"--1so much consumption of pro
ducers' raw materials and industrial goods per capita and per 
area. 

Call the rate of flow of thiSi cost at the moment before the 
cut, is called "input," or "ener;gy of the system." The rate of 
the economy's useful physicalloutput at the moment after the 
cut, is called "output of the system." The "free energy" of 
the system is then approximated as that amount by which 
more output is produced than was needed for input (out
put-input), as a ratio over input. 
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Output - input 
Free energy = 

I t . npu 
Free energy 

Energy of system 

A properly growing physical economy must meet these four 
cri teria: 

Criterion 1. The workforce' s  per-capita and per-house
hold consumpti on must increase in terms of comparative 
quali ty and quanti ty of the contents of i ts total market basket. 
Y et ,  th e  time requi red to produce that enhanced market bas
ket must be less than that required to produce the earlier, 
poor er quality market basket. 

Compare, for example , the consumption of electrical en
ergy per household, for the advanced industrial nations of 
th e  Uni ted States , West Germany , and Japan , with the under
developed economies of India, the P .R . C . , and Taiwan . We 
deli berately take data for 1970 , when the United States , West 
Germany, and Japan were at their postwar industrial peak, 
before the 197 1  collapse of the gold standard, the 1974-78 
oi l shocks , and the 1 979 Federal Reserve interest rate shock . 
The three i ndustrial nations '  household consumption was two 
orders of magni tude higher than that of India and the P .R .C . , 
whi le Taiwan' s  was ten ti mes that of the P .R .C .  an d half th at 
of West Germany. By 1 990 , Taiwan had surpassed Japan' s  
1 970 level (Figure 4).6 

Criterion 2. Urban physical-productive employment and 
m arket baskets' output must increase relatively over ru ral , 
up to an asymptotic li mit of feasible reduction in percentage 
of rural . 

The industrial nations all had over 70% of their workforce 
i n  urban areas , whereas India and the P .R .  C .  had under 20% . 
A gai n ,  Taiwan was approaching the industrial level in 1970 
at 60.5% and surpassed it by 1990 (Figure 5) . 

Criterion 3. Producers ' goods market baskets must in
cre ase relative to households ' goods market baskets , both in 
pe rcent of the time of the production process devoted to 
them, and i n  quality and quantity of per-capita and per-area 
composition . 

For the United States, Japan , and West Germany (Figure 

6), the productivi ty of industrial output, even simply in gross 
tons of industrial goods produced annually per manufacturing 
worker, is an order of magnitude higher than that of the 
underdeveloped countries .  This is a coarse estimate that at 
least the quantity of industrial goods which would be avail
. able to producers is increasi ng per capita of industrial work
force and by extension per time required to produce them. 

In West Germany and Japan, where the land is the most 
heavi ly improved by intensive infrastructure , fertilizer, and 
other i nputs per square kilometer for farming , the productivi
ty of agricultural land (Figure 7) far outstrips even that of the 
Uni ted States . The r elative cost to th e economy of producing 
foo d as a consumers' market basket input need is fall ing even 
faster, per ton , than the cost of producing industrial goods . 
On this measure , Taiwan ranks as one of the most productive 
agricultural areas in the worl d .  
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Criterion 4. Thus,  the input or "e nergy of the system ," 
per capita, per household,  and per s quare kilomete r, must 
increase absolutely . In addition ,  how ever, the r ati o of "fre e 
energy" to "energy of the system" m ust also increase . That 
is ,  as the graphs begin to show, it is possib le, by usin g 
technology, to increase the productivi ty of each work er a nd 
each area of land, to have an econom y  whi ch requi re s ever 
higher producer and consumer inputs , but yet the outp ut of 
which is so much larger, that the ex cess of o� tput versus 
input grows more. 

This can onl y  be done within the human mi nd, through 
new scientific inventions which are so revolutio nary as to 
change the matrix of the entire in put-ou tput syste m, as 
LaRouche proposed in a recent docum ent on economi c  mod 
eling: 

"Looking at this input-output system , we then change 
the matrix to be used for future interv als fun damentally, b y  
introducing one or a combination of c hanges i n  tec hnolo gy: 

" 1 )  Introduce an existi ng ,  but p resently unu sed tec h
nology . 

"2) Develop a new technology ,  b ased o n  a feasib le di s
covery w hich has not y et been m ade .. E xtend theph ys�ca l 
requirements for the new technology, and define the output , 
also in physica l  terms , as in put to the economy. 

"The use of ' fundam ental' signifi es that w e  are co nce n
trating here only upon technological transformations of.th e 
physical-economic process , rather than readjusti ng th e di vi 
sion of labor within the bounds of tec hnologies pr esently i n  
use. 

"Let the matrix corresponding to th e  state of the economi c 
process prior to the ' fundamental ' change be desi gn at ed by 
' A , '  and the first matrix to correspond to the s tate o f  the 
economy following that ch ange as 'B.' Both states A and B 
can be described statistically ,  and derived stati sti cal value s 
provided for the relative entropy or not-entro py o f  t he tran s
formation which has occurred. However, relative to any pos
sible formal mathematical schema, the transition between 
the two states, A and B, is an absolute mathematical disconti
nuity which cannot be represented with the terms of A and its 
predecessors. 

"Backwards , however, we can pr oceed. W e  can compre
hend al l states antecedent to B from the vantage-poi nt of B '  s 
technology . 

"Thus , the statistical study of phy sical economy i s  ap por
tioned into two departments: 1 )  study of past t ra nsi ti ons; not 
trends ;  and 2) construction of synthetic st ates ba sed up on1h e 
arbitrary introduction of unapp lied a nd unexisti ng advances 
in technology . The science of physical economy i s  a st udy, 
not of trends , but of revolutions of th at sort which can not be 
forecast as trends from current and pri or states of the eco nom
ic process . , ,7 

For example , Taiwan' s  energy co nsump tion i n  he at terms 
(kiloliters of oil equivalent) is over 40% from ele ctri ci ty; of 
which 37% is generated by nuclear r eactors . Co mpare thi s ,  
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Masters of the method of physical economy, Alexander Hamilton (left, in an engraving by John F.E. Prud' and Dr. Sun Yat-sen. 
Hamilton's American System was the basis for the rapid industrialization of the United States . Sun's rnnrlnlP of People's Livelihood 
merged Confucian moral teachings with Hamilton's concept of national, government-funded' and other projects. 

over time, to the energy technologies in the P .R .C . ,  only 5% 
of whose energy consumption is in the form of electricity 
(Figure 8). The vast change induced into an entire economy 
by the technological leap from Matrix A-a wood-, coal-, 
and oil-burning economy such as the P .R .C .-to Matrix 
B, not only an electrically driven, but a nuclear electrical 
economy, such as Taiwan ' s, will shift all the factors of pro
duction in an economy . 

The change induced by the new technology itself, howev
er, cannot be described using classroom mathematics, it 
must be emphasized . The physical economic statistics may 
be arrayed in mathematical ratios and so on, on either side of 
the change, as Matrix A and Matrix B, but the change itself 
occurs only in the human mind, in the process of the discov
ery . To the statistically fixated computer hack, this new cre
ative fundamental scientific invention looks l ike a nonexis
tent "hole" in the mathematical world .  Yet what goes on 
within such virtually nonexistent holes in physical-economic 
time is the basis for all human progress . 

"We are concerned to understand better the nature of 
the relationship between a type of scientific technological 
discovery, and a type of economic transformation derived 
from the application of such a species of discovery," wrote 
LaRouche . "For that reason, good economists would spend 
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much of their lives l ike orC)SOlect,ors, digging around in v irtu
ally nonexistent holes within physical-economic space
time fabric .  

"We are not seeking a mathematical resul t .  We are seek
ing something far more important, vastly more useful. We 
are uncovering the principles which we must master, in ag
gregate, to define those species?f discovery needed to master 
the new problems now before u�. We do mathematical work, 
and so forth, because we must have an orderly arrangement 
of the data . Nonetheless, we are not looking into those data; 
we are looking behind them.  "81 
Taiwan: 'out-Japaning' Japan 

The Cold War made the posVwar "Taiwan economic mira
cle" and its comparison to Mai�land China one of the most
studied subjects in internation I economics .  While none of 
these studies incorporates the concept of physical economy, 
Taiwan ' s  economic policy is c\bar to those who do . Taiwan 
out-Japaned Japan in dirigistic programs, such as those used 
by Alexander Hamilton and Friedrich List, for directed cred
it, production, tariffs, and trade Taiwan ' s  postwar economic 
planners were all production mfn, engineers and physicists . 
They were also close students of Japan ' s  1 868 Meij i  Restora
tion, whose leaders rejected the British free-trade system and 
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TABLE 1 
Taiwan: land cultivation and population 
growth 

1 895 (start of Japan 
occupation) 

1 945 (end of Japan 
occupation) 

1960 
1990 

Cultivated 
area 
(km2) 

6,000 

8,600 
8,700 
8,900 

Total 
population 
(millions) 

2.3 

6.0 
1 0.8 
20.4 

Population density 
per km" 

cultivated area 

383 

698 
1 ,241 
2,292 

based themselves entirely upon Al exander Hamil ton . 9 

'' Taiwan did in 25 years ( 1 950-75) what took Japan 50 
years ( 1 870- 1 920) ," is the commonl y repeated quote . 

Taiwan, 14 ,000 square miles in area (sl ightl y  small er 
than H olland) , was ceded to Japan by the Ching Dy nasty in 
1 895 . U nder its imperial plan, Japan had sought Taiwan as a 
food supplier for Japan, whic h  meant Japan had to upgrade 
Taiwan' s agricultural productivity . 

In 1 895 , Taiwan was an isl and of subtropical rice paddies 
plan ted by sixteenth-century methods ,  beset by swamps , 
floo ding , plague, cholera, and malaria. It coul d  barel y feed 
its 2 million inhabitants . During the Occupation from 1 895 
to 1945 , "Taiwan' s  death rate dropped from over 34 deaths 
per 1 ,000 persons a year in 1 906 , to 1 8 . 5  deaths per year in 
194 1 ," as one 1 954 Princeton University study financed by 
the U. S .  State Department complained . Becau se birth rates 
re mained high, Taiwan' s  population rose dramaticall y .  "If 
policies of betterment or exploitation foll ow this course ,"  the 
Princeton study concluded, "they must eventuall y face the 
consequences of population growth , where it is the l ast thing 
that is needed . ,,10 

As China' s  eminent geographer Dr. Chen Cheng-siang 
has pointed out, this had everything to do with th e improve
ment of Taiwan' s  land cultivation (Table 1).11 

In 1 895 , "in addition to plague , chol era, and mal aria, 
which flourished due to the use of human excrement as the 
sole fertilizer and pools of stagnant water as the sol e  irr igation 
methods," the Pr inceton study reports , "enteric parasites ,  
tuberculosis, venereal disease , etc . , were rampant. . . .  

"By direct action and through state-owned companies ,  
Japan enlarged communications facil ities into a thorough 
public network of roads , bridges , rail way l ines , tel egraph 
and telephone installations ,  tunnel s and mountain trail s ; con
structed harbor eq� ipment to accommodate an ever-growing 
volume of shipping; expended a tremendous eff ort if not 
lar ge sums on sanitation and disease control ; rel ieved much 
of the uncertainty of weather by large-scal e  facil ities for 
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irr igation and flood control . . . . 
"Rice yiel ds were increased specta cul arly through the 

spread of new strains of seeds ,"  unde r  which yields rose 
by 30%, from 1 5  to 22 hectol iters (100 l iters) per hectare . 
"Fertil ization was systematicall y introduced on a large scale , 
with rotation of crops , and matching of irrigation schedules 
to the growth cycl e  .... ,,12 

Japanese sanitation innovations incl uded strict quaran
tine , cargo searches,  rat extermination programs, construc
tion of sewer systems , construction of u rban freshwater pip
ing systems from mountain reservoirs and wells, garbage 
coll ection , inspections in markets , butch eries , and other pub
l ic areas , and draining of swamps throug h the irrigation canal 
system. 

Universal el ementary school educati on was mandated, as 
had been the first act of the Meiji Restoration in Japan, to 
upgrade the agricul tural workforce . 13 

As an imperial occupation , howeve r, Japan deliberately 
did not create industry other than food processing , canning 
pl ants, and the power, rail , road , and other infrastru cture 
needed to transport l arge amounts of ag ricultur al produce to 
Japan . There was no creation of a na tive industrial labor 
force; the 600,000 skilled workers nee ded to run the trains 
and power pl ants were all Japanese . In 1 937 , Japan did begin 
a five-year pl an to create fertil izer, che mical , textile , steel , 
oil -refining , shipbuil ding , and metals in dustries,  but this was 
cut off by the war. 14 

Dr. Sun's 'Principle of People's Livelihood' 
Foll owing their flight to Taiwan , G en .  Chiang K ai-shek 

and the national ist K uomintang party (K MT) embarked on an 
industrial ization effort that far exceeded Tokyo' s  blueprints . 
The pull out of the 600,000 Japanese. all but remove d the 
isl and' s  industrial workforce , but they were replaced by al
most a mill ion K MT cadre fleeing the Mainland . 

Most important was the K MT ' s  policy on labor power. 
Focused on avoiding the terribl e class and regional income 
disparity of China in the 1 920s , whic h  the K MT began to 
address during the "devel opment decade" of 1 927-37 , Gener
al Chiang and K MT economic pl anners stressed Dr. Sun Y at
sen ' s  Principl e  of Peopl e' s  Livelihood . This was a concept 
of national weal th ,  in which Confucian moral responsibility 
for the well -being of the popul ation is realized by means of 
Al exander Hamil ton' s  principl e  of go vernment-funded na
tional infrastructure and publ ic projects . 

Wrote Chiang: "Al most everyone ·has the view that our 
fail ure in the anti-communist struggle is due to our not car
rying out the 'Principle of Peopl e' s  Liv elihood' on the Main
l and. However, l et me ask: During thel past fou r years on the 
Mainl and , did any of our party branche s ever carry out land 
surveys? Did any city party office cond uct any labor survey? 
Did any provincial party office submit any report base d  on 
systematic social and economic survey s? The realization of 
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the Principle of People's Livelihood is through actual prac
tice, not just theoretical discussion."ls 

The KMT avoided the policy of "primitive accumulation" 
(looting) from the peasantry to fund industrialization. The 
KMT in the 1950s and '60s deliberately promoted rising 
peasant consumption standards, while in the process of tran
sition to industry. Chiang called for a kind of benevolent 
Confucian industrialization process: 

"Industry and commerce have great impact on agricul
ture," he wrote in The Chinese Economic Theory (1943). 
"The well-to-do people invest and speculate in land. As a 
result, land ownership becomes progressively unequal. . . . 
If we do not try to solve the land question, through work in 
industry and commerce, and (instead) resort to violence to 
equalize land ownership, then within a short time, inequality 
will occur once more. Today, poor peasants kill rich peas
ants. Tomorrow, will not the poor peasants become rich 
peasants? This method is opposed to human nature. ,,16 

Contrast this to Mao's program of imposing a 24% rate 
of accumulation of agricultural surplus to fund industry, in 
which peasants had to sell rice to the government at under the 
cost of production, to finance the creation of state industries. 
Communist China "is probably the only country in modem 
times to combine, over 20 years (1950-70), a doubling of 
per capita national income, and constant, or even declining, 
average food consumption," wrote one observer in the early 
1980s.17 

Instead, the KMT introduced extensive land reform, 
which transformed agriculture and population density on the 
island, and which had the double benefit of creating an instant 
industrial sector (Table 1). While the Japanese Occupation 
doubled Taiwan's population and population per cultivated 
crop area, the postwar Nationalist program more than tripled 
the population and the population per cultivated area, which 
rocketed from 698 to 2,292. The program was modeled on 
the land-for-industry reform of Japan's first finance minister, 
Count Shigenobu Okuma, which was itself modeled upon 
the writings of Alexander Hamilton. 

All land under absentee landlords and huge monopoly 
land holdings was taken, and, along with state lands, was 
given to landless farmers. The amount of crop that farmers 
were obliged to pay in rent was reduced and regulated. Under 
a government purchasing program, parity prices were estab
lished high enough to guarantee farmers a working profit. 

Then, an entire private industrial sector was created, by 
dirigist means. In return for their land, big landowners re
ceived titles to Taiwan's extensive state-run rail, energy, 
water supply, cannery, and other infrastructure and agribusi
ness companies abandoned by the Japanese. "Overnight, we 
were no longer farmers but became industrialists," as one 
elderly Taiwanese told EIR. "Despite the fact that we knew 
nothing about railroads, and despite their wartime dilapida
tion, we simply had to make them work, for our own survival 
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and for the future of the nation." 
An aggressive program twas set up to train Taiwanese 

workers for industrial jobs, along with a major expansion of 
higher public education. Free secondary school Gunior high 
and high school) education enrollment rates zoomed from 
20% of school-aged youth iq 1950 to 40% in 1965. Income 
taxes were made highly progressive. 

Taiwan was able to afford this, partly due to the external 
assistance of U. S. aid from 1950-65 at the rate of $ 100 mil
lion a year, totaling $1.5 billion. The U.s. Mutual Security 
Agency, during a period when U.s. military planners still 
understood the principle of the Army Corps of Engineers as 
a force for development, helped to build not only Taiwan's 
military, but also its infrastructure. As much as 37% of 
U.S. aid went for non-military infrastructure such as 
harbors, warehouses, railways, highways, bridges, and pow
er plants. 

The P.R.C. also had external aid from the Soviet Union 
from 1949 until the 1960 Sin0-Soviet split. Soviet shipments 
of ferrous metals in some yelarS equalled in volume 40% of 
China's ferrous metals output; there were huge shipments of 
oil, coal, and over 1,000 Soviet industrial advisers were 
sent. "The volume of econonilic and technological assistance 
which crossed from the Soviet Union to the People's Repub
lic of China between 1949-59 is unmatched in history," econ
omist Leo Orleans told U.S.! congressional hearings in No
vember 1978. Out of China�s total production in 1960, the 
share of products manufactu�d at plants built by Russia was: 
steel 40% , rolling stock 50% , turbines 50%, trucks 80%, and 
tractors 90%, Orleans said. lSI 

The question, again, is: What is the method by which aid 
is used? Stalin sold Mao his most obso1ete junk, and this aid 
was not free. The debt to Russia had to be paid by Chinese 
agricultural exports, adding: to the drain on China's rural 
sector. The Korean War, in Iwhich a million Chinese died, 
created an additional Chinese war debt to the U.S.S.R. for 
military assistance. 

Most significantly, the Sbviets did not transfer skills to 
the Chinese population. In most Chinese industry, no sig
nificant technical improvemeht was made after the withdraw
al of Soviet aid in 1960, wHen the Russians took home all 
their blueprints. "The industrial technology of our country 
in general is equivalent to tlIte technology of the advanced 
countries in the 1950s or early 1960s," wrote two Mainland 
economists in 1982.19 i 

I 

The power of populaticm density 
The method of industrialtzation used on Taiwan has led 

to one of the highest concedtrations of economic power in 
the world. During the past 40 �ears, this could also have been 
done in Mainland China, the greater size of the Mainland 
notwithstanding. The key was Taiwan's increase of its rela
tive potential popUlation derisity, which Lyndon LaRouche 
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TABLE 2 

Initial physical economy indicators for 1970 

1970 Taiwan 

Country U.S. Germany India Japan P.R.C. 1970 1990 

Population per km" 22 

1 ,OOOs kwh consumed per capita 3.7 

Urban population as percent of total population 73.6% 

Manufacturing work force as percent of 
total workforce 1 4% 

Agricultural work force as percent of 
total workforce 4. 1 %  

Tons of food produced per capita 2.9 

Life expectancy at birth 71 .3 

People per doctor 636 

People per hospital bed 1 30 

Pupils per teacher 2 1 .2 

• Includes barefoot doctors with substandard facilities. 

has described as follows. 
At any given, fixed level of infrastructural and agricultur

al technology, there is a limit on the density of population 
maintainable per average area of land. This potential popula
tion density depends for each area of land upon rainfall, 
quality of soil, etc. Even at today' s low technologies, China's 
fertile central plain can sustain 500 people per square kilome
ter, but the mountains of Tibet can sustain fewer than 10 
persons per square kilometer. Normalizing the local natural 
factors to a standard average of a nation's land as a whole 
defines the relative potential popUlation density of a given 
land area at a given level of technology. 20 

Because Taiwan's technological level, however, espe
cially due to the island's concentrated buildup of infrastruc
ture, has been not fixed, but is rising, Taiwan's relative 
potential population density has been rising virtually without 
limit. Indeed, it is this very ability to sustain rising population 
density which has allowed an even faster rate of economic 
growth. 

The groundbreaking 1992 EIR study "Infrastructure and 
Economic Development" found a deep correlation between 
industrial success, infrastructure, and a high relative poten
tial population density. Table 2 here is adopted from that 
study of the United States, West Germany, Japan, India, and 
Mainland China, and to it we have added Taiwan. 21 

In the initial or basic physical economic indicators in 
Table 2, differences between the United States, West Germa
ny, and Japan at the height of their powers in 1970, and India 
and China, are clear. West Germany's consumption of 2, 100 
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245 1 70 279 85 408 571 

2 . 1  0.06 2.5 0 . 12  0 .94 4.3 
81 .3% 1 9.8% 71 .2% 17 .4% 60.5% 75.0% 

23% 1 2.5% 30% 8.2% 20.9% 32% 

7.5% 74.9% 1 6.5% 80.8% 36.7% 1 2.9% 

2.6 0.8 0.8 0.3 0.7 0.5 

70.6 48.4 73.3 59. 1  69. 1 74.1 

575 4,870 887 3,800· 2 ,266 9 1 3  

90 1 ,653 1 05 760� 602 228 

19.2 36.5 21 .9 37.6 25.4 21 . 1  

kilowatt-hours (kwh) per capita is  35 times that of India 
and 161 times that of China. Japanese and U.S. electricity 
consumption per capita is even higher. 

In 1970, Taiwan is at almost half,the industrial standard 
of electricity consumption; in 1990, Taiwan has far surpassed 
American levels. 

Figure 9 compares Taiwan's ele<rtricity consumption to 
that of Mainland China, which by 1991 had reached only half 
of Taiwan's 1970 level; it is barely on the same map. This 
was not exactly what one would call an "economic miracle." 

Note that here, as with all figures ,available to EIR on the 
People's Republic, we are using official figures, which are 
known to exaggerate economic output. 

The central problem is that China's enormous economy 
is still run on pre-twentieth-century technologies. Over 74% 

of China's energy consumption in heat terms (tons of coal 
equivalent) in 1985 came from burniPg coal, an eighteenth
century technology. Out of China's �otal final consumption 
of energy of 680 million tons of coal-Muivalent, 504 million 
tons was consumed in the form of coal, 141 million tons in 
oil and gas (20.7%), and only 34.6 tbns of coal-equivalent, 
or 5%, was consumed in the form of �lectricity, largely from 
coal-burning power plants. As recently as 1993, only a tiny 
O. 1 % of electricity in China was produced by nuclear power. 
(As mentioned above, 40% of Taiwan's energy is consumed 
as electricity, of which 37% is nuclear generated. i2 

In 1985, China's dilapidated r¢l system transported 
1,356 million tons of total freight-(j)ver 40% of which was 

(continued on page 35) 
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FIGURE 1 
Population density is higher in Taiwan 
(people per km2) 
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FIGURE 3 

Life expectancy at birth improves in  China 
(years) 
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Urban population, 1970 
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FIGURE 2 
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FIGURE 4 
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FIGURE 7 
Food'produced per km2 crop area, 1970 
(tons) 
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Per capita electricity consumption 
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FIGURE 1 1  

Manufacturing workforce 
(percent of total workforce) 
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FIGURES 
High level of electricity con.umption in Taiwan 
(thousands of kilowatt-hours per househbld) 
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FIGURE 10 

Urban population as percelllt of total 
(percent living in urban areas 1 00 ,000 afld larger) 
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FIGURE 1 2  

Agricultural workforce 
(percent of total workforce) 
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FIGURE 1 3  

Taiwan's agricultural and manufacturi ng 
workforce 
(percent of total workforce) 
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FIGURE 15 

Taiwan's manufacturing workforce 
(percent of total workforce) 
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FIGURE 17  

Structure of Taiwan's workforce 
(percent of total workforce) 
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FIGURE 1 4  

Mainland China's growi�g 'other' workforce 
(percent of total workforce) 
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Taiwan's financlal-comr11ercial workforce 
(percent of total workforce) 
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Convergence in per cap�a food production 
(metric tons per 1 ,000 population) 
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FIGURE 1 9  

Taiwan's food productivity keeps rising 
(metric tons produced per agricultural worker) 
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FIGURE 21 
Taiwan: people per medical doctor 
(number of people) 
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FIGURE 20 

Grain consumption stagnates in China 
(metric tons consumed per 1 ,000 population) 
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FIGURE 24 

Taiwan: school enrollment! 
(total enrollment as percentage of school-age youth) 
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FIGURE 25 

Student enrollment rates 
(percent of students who could enrol l ) 
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FIGURE 26 

Taiwan employed perso s, by education level 
(mil l ions) 
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FIGURE 27 
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Lifetimes per km2 in Taiwan and Mainland 
China 
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Lifetimes versus populat"on density 
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FIGURE 30 
Rapid growth in Taiwan's households 
(mill ions, or hundreds of mill ions) 
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FIGURE 32 
Taiwan's reproductive rate drops sharply 
(gross reproductive rate minus infant deaths) 
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FIGURE 36 

Electricity used per km2 of used area, 1970 
(thousands of kilowatt-hours) 
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Total food production yields 
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FIGURE 40 

Total grain production per agricultural worker 
(metric tons) 
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FIGURE 37 

Electricity consumed Rer km2 used area, 1970 
(millions of killowatt-hours) 
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FIGURE 42 

Rice production per agricultural worker 
(metric tons) 
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FIGURE 44 
Meat production per agricultural worker 
(metric tons) 
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FIGURE 46 

Taiwan: rice versus meat consumption 
(tons consumed per 1 ,000 population) 
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FIGURE 43 

Meat production per km2 crop area 
(metric tons) 
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FIGURE 45 

Meat consumption 
(metric tons consumed per 1 ,000 populati9n) 
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FIGURE 48 

Per capita domestic water use in Taiwan 
(m3 used per person) 
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FIGURE 50 

Taiwan: intensity of agricultural water use 
(mi l l ion m3 used per km2 cultivated land) 
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Taiwan: agricultural water use per farm laborer 
(thousand m3 used per farm laborer) 
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FIGURE 49 

Taiwan : total water us, per used area 
(mil l ion m3 per km2) 
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Taiwan : farm families' jagricu ltural water use 
(mil lion m3 used per 1 ,000 farm famil ies) 
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Taiwan : water use per 1 ,000 households 
(mil l ion m3) 
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FIGURE 54 

Taiwan : domestic water use (withdrawn) 
(thousand m3) 
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FIGURE 56 

Taiwan :  industrial water use (withdrawn) 
(thousand m3) 
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FIGURE 58 

Taiwan : gross industrial output of 
manufactured goods 
(mil l ion metric tons) 
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FIGURE 55 

Taiwan : industrial water use per capita 
(m3 per person) 
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FIGURE 57 

Taiwan: total freight per household 
(metric tons) 
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Taiwan: industrial output pl!!r 1,000 workforce 
(metric tons) 
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FIGURE 60 
Cement produced per manufacturing worker 
(metric tons) 
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FIGURE 62 
Steel production per manufacturing workforce 
(metric tons per 1 ,000 manufacturing workers) 
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Ferti l izers produced per 1 ,000 manufacturing 
workforce 
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FIGURE 61 

Taiwan: cement producttd per household 
(metric tons) 
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Taiwan: per-household crude steel production 
(metric tons per 1 ,000 households) , 
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FIGURE 65 

Taiwan: per-household f,rtilizer production 
(metric tons per 1 ,000 households) 
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FIGURE 66 

Tire production 
(pieces per 1 ,000 manufacturing workforce) 
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simply shipping around the coal , oil , and gas necessary to 
run the rest of the economy . 

"Without a crash program for nuclear power genera
tion , there is no solution for China ,"  as LaRouche ' s  
"Emergency Plan for China for the Next \ 00 Years" 
notes . "The present official policy , massive expansion of 
conventional uses of coal , would constitute national suicide 
if continued into the medium term . . . .  The problem is , 
that the power density of coal (and other fossil fuel 
technology) imposes such a low level of productivity that 
the Chinese economy will collapse . . . .  

"Per unit of thermal (or electric) power g enerated , a mod
em nuclear power plant requires approximately 60, 000 times 
lessfuel by weight than a power plant using coal , oil , or g as .  
. . .  A coal power station producing 1 ,000 meg awatts of 
electric power consumes 3 million tons of coal per year (about 
38,000 railroad cars) whereas a nuclear plant g enerating the 
same power requires merely 50 tons of uranium . "  

Returning to Table 2 ,  note that the industrial nations can 
support as an urban population , a much hig her percentage of 
citizens (7 1 -8 1 %) .  As Figure 10 shows , Taiwan surpassed 
this level by 1 973 ,  while the P .R .C .  is still more than 70% 
rural . 

The shocking fall in urbanization rates in the P .R .C .  
during the 1 960s and ' 70s in  Figure \ 0  shows the effects of 
Mao's  Cultural Revolution . As a "solution" to urban unem
ployment, from 1 965 until 1 977 , almost all g raduating class
es of secondary school (junior and senior hig h  school ) stu
dents , who would otherwise enter the labor force , were sent 
from the cities to remote rural areas to work on farms and 
be "re-educated" by the peasants . Under his "Third Front" 
policy , Mao also sent manufacturing workers and their fami
lies from major urban centers to remote rural areas or smaller 
cities , dismantling some machinery from their plants and 
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FIGURE S7 

Motor vehicle production i 
(units per 1 ,000 manufacturing workforct) 
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FIGURE 68 

Taiwan: merchant vessel p�oduction 
(deadweight tons) 
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moving it with them . Soldiers demoijilized out of urban units 
were also sent to work on farms I to avoid urban unem
ployment . 

LaRouche ' s  "Emergency Plan f(jf China" seeks to finally 
fully reverse this legacy and calls fOr 1 ,000 new cities to be 
built on the Mainland . 23 

At least in West Germany and J.pan, as Table 2 shows, 
with urbanization goes a higher perqentage of the workforce 
(23% and 30%) employed in man\.lfacturing , compared to 
West Germany and Japan' s  agricultural workforce (7 . 5% and 
1 6 . 5%) .  India and China are the owosite , with 74.9% and 
80 . 8% of their workforce in agriculture . The Un ited States is 
already declining into a "post-indlilstrial" service society; 
with only 1 4% of workers in induscry and 4 . 1 % in agricul
ture , the rest have become economic overhead . 

Compared to Table 2 ,  Figure i l  shows that Taiwan's 
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workforce has surpassed the United States in manufacturing 
force to total workforce , while the P .R .C .  had not reached 
Taiwan ' s  1 960 level . Compare this with the agricultural 
workforces in Figure 12. Because Taiwanese are able to be 
employed at a high rate in manufacturing , they are able to 
leave the agriculture sector at a high rate . 

Figure 13 is the result .  As noted above , in LaRouche ' s  
"Criterion 2"  for a successful physical economy: "Urban 
physical-productive employment and market baskets output 
must increase relatively over rural , up to an asymptotic limit 
of feasible reduction in percentile of rural . "  

Not only i s  Mainland China at the opposite end of  these 
scales , heavily dependent on a peasant economy , but the rate 
of change is almost flat compared to that in Taiwan in Figures 
I I  and 1 2 .  

More disturbing i s  Figure 14. Mainland China 's  work
force , according again to the official Beij ing figures in Fig
ures I I  and 1 2 , has shifted from 83% agriculture and 7% 
manufacturing in 1 96 1  ( leaving 1 0% in "other" categories ) ,  
to  65% in agriculture and 1 3% in  manufacturing in 1 99 I .  
That leaves 22% of the workforce in "other" categories .  Did 
they all become stockbrokers? The purpose of getting peas
ants off the land is not to clear the land; it is primarily to 
employ them in industry . 

What we see here is a very large disguised unemploy
ment . Whether they have gone into the service sector or 
become homeless day laborers , clearly there are a great many 
displaced peasants whom Beij ing has not been able to put 
into stable manufacturing jobs . Twenty-two percent of Chi
na' s  463 mill ion workforce is 1 02 million people , in official 
figures ! No wonder that some economists estimate the "blind 
flow" of unemployed Chinese at up to 200 million . 

Also quite disturbing about Taiwan ' s  manufacturing 
workforce percentage as a percent of total workers is the very 
recent downturn (Figure 15) . It began just after the 1 987 
financial deregulation in Taiwan which , done at the behest 
of London and Wall Street , will give Taiwan the same post
industrial financial AIDS which the United States has now , 
if allowed to continue . Upon examination , sure enough , Tai
wan ' s  "financial and commerical" workforce as a percent of 
the total began to rise that same year (Figure 16) . 

If this London-New York style of employment pattern is 
allowed to continue , under pressure from the international 
banking community to deregulate , Taiwan 's  economic mira
cle will be destroyed (Figure 17) . 

Table 2 also shows one good reason why the industrial 
economies, overall ,  can support urbanization : Food for the 
cities is produced on top of what the agricultural population 
consumes. Only a rising agricultural productivity (see values 
for "tons food produced per capita") would allow urbaniza
tion , which is what the figures for the United States ,  for 
example, show. The U .  S .  agricultural labor force as a percent 
of total workforce is one-eighteenth the size of India ' s  and 
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one-twentieth of China ' s ,  but in tons of food per capita, the 
United States produces 3 . 6  and � . 7  times more , respectively . 
The problem is not that Ameri�an agricultural employment 
is low; in 1 970 (unlike today) l, America was still feeding 
itself, and farm employment n4eded to be no higher than it 
was then. 

The problem is that the Uttited States since 1 970 has 
implemented the crackpot theorY of the "post-industrial soci
ety ," in which the non-farm wci>rkforce has gone into over
head service jobs , not into man\Jfacturing . 

Taiwan ' s  gross agricultural ;productivity of tons of food 
per capita (Figure 18) reached i its postwar height in 1 969 , 
after the Nationalists had madtl every possible agricultural 
improvement at prevailing J96ps levels of technology, and 
even raised area under cultivatiQn from 8 ,600 square kilome
ters at the end of the Japanesel Occupation to a temporary 
high of 9 , 1 00 square kilometersl 

Since 1 970, Taiwan 's Plann�: decided to move so rapidly 
to a twenty-first-century industri economy, that they made an 
error in agricultural policy: a s tegic decision to abandon 
100% food self-sufficiency . Lan , as well as labor, was shifted 
into manufacturing at increasi

.
n� rates. Food production per 

capita in Figure 1 8  dropped, Dtfause gross tonnage of food 
production was allowed to rernaijn constant at about 9 million 
tons a year, while the island's  pppulation zoomed from 14.7 
million to 20.7  million . There is a certain progress here, in that 
Taiwan has shifted from tons Of rice production to higher
nutrition per ton production of �t, processed food, and vege
tables . Less than half of Taiwanls cultivated land is now rice 
paddies . The policy , however, is 'wrong. 

Beij ing ' s  figures in Figure 1 $  claim that the P .R .C .  final
ly reached Taiwan ' s  rapidly decl ining levels of food produc
tion per capita by June 1 989 .  i It must also be underlined 
that food production figures suc� as these , which are highly 
political in China, are some of Ithe most inflated of official 
Beij ing statistics .  I 

According to the Beij ing figl1res used in Figure 1 8 ,  Chi
na' s  total food production more ithan doubled from 1 96 mil
lion tons in 1 965 to 456 mill ion �n 1 992 . Anywhere from 10  
to 30% of  these tonnage figure& , however, may be inflated 
by the inclusion of grain husks , s�ems, and leaves ,  in addition 
to other inedible parts of the potato and other plants , ac
cording to Indian agronomists irjterviewed by EJR who have 
traveled extensively in China. , 

The picture is clarified som�what by comparing produc
tivity of the agricultural workf�rces in Figure 19. Clearly 
Taiwan ' s  agricultural workers cIontinue to progress in what 
each is able to produce , and sharply outperform those in 
China, although the absolute Dl.\mber of them has fallen by 
30% since 1 970 . This is a produqt of Taiwan 's superior water 
and other infrastructure (see bel<)w) .  

Figure 20 shows that Taiw!ln ' s  consumption o f  grains 
continues to grow , while even lusing official figures,  con-
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Fifteen thousand Taiwanfarmers demonstrate in Taipei against free-trade looting by the General Agreement on 
1 993 . Many Taiwanese leaders today have succumbed to the British disease, and the nation will pay the price 
reversed. 

sumption in the P .R .C .  is not impressive . Large amounts of 
Taiwan ' s  gross grain consumption in Figure 20 , perhaps 
20% , are actually consumed by animals as feed grains , so 
that this figure also represents Taiwan ' s  highly industrial ized 
standards for meat consumption . Percentage of grain fed to 
livestock in China is so small that Beij ing does not even 
report it; it would not appear in the scale of Figure 20 . 

Grain consumption reflects the dislocations of the 
P .R .C .  's Cultural Revolution . The flat consumption levels 
from 1 972 to 1 978 reflect rice rationing coupons imposed 
upon urban residents during the period . After the Cultural 
Revolution was halted , Deng Xiaoping ' s  "Land to the Peas
ants" reforms of 1 977-78 allowed the leasing of substantial 
communal land to peasants . Under this "agricultural respon
sibility system ," farmers could retain a surplus and sell it , 
and thus consumption levels rose from 1 978 to 1 984 . 

After a certain expansion , however, by 1 984 , this had 
reached its limit, as there was little new land to lease out , and 
consumption flattened . All during this period , agricultural 
infrastructure was not improved on any major scale , nor were 
new agricultural technologies introduced . Because of this ,  
erosion grew into a serious problem; more recently , arable 
land has even been increasingly removed from agriculture to 
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build up Deng ' s  Special Economic Zones .  
Neither has Taiwan ' s  agricultu�al base , however, been 

significantly upgraded since 1 969-73 .  The problem is not that 
Taiwan has been abandoning farming for industrialization . 
There is simply a real political problem with abandoning 
food self-sufficiency: It leaves a sovereign nation open to 
blackmail .  

I n  fact , Taiwan ' s  relative poten ial population density in 
the amount of population its agriculture will support , has 
been allowed to decline too far. B stagnating at 1 960s or 
1 970s levels of agricultural technol0gy,  there is no way that 
the country ' s  industrial sector can make up the difference . 
Taiwan should be moving into twenty-first-century food pro
duction technologies such as hytoponics , genetic engi
neering for yields , and even aeroponics ,  in which plants are 
cultivated partially in water and partially in air. 

Tai wan ' s  current practice of Jroducing computers for 
export and then buying food on a 90llapsing world market , 
masks a fai lure to press forward the evelopment of domestic 
agriculture . After exporting food , often massively,  since 
1 900 , Taiwan in 1 973 had its last year of net food exports in 
tons , consuming 1 0 . 2  million ton of food and producing 
10 .4  million tons ,  leaving 200 ,000 ons for export . By 1 992 , I 
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Taiwan was consuming 1 4 . 2  million tons of food annually , 
but producing only 8 . 9  million tons . Taiwan's  financial ag
ricultural trade balance did not decline as rapidly, because 
the value of its meat and other processed exports per ton was 
more in dollar terms than the value of its largely grain imports 
per ton. By 1 992,  however, Taiwan's  agricultural trade defi
cit was U . S .  $ 1 . 5 billion , masked by an overall trade surplus 
of almost $ 1 0  billion . 24 

Such financial considerations are, however, irrelevant 
to true physical economy. An agricultural policy which is 
increasingly adapting to Adam Smith' s  free-trade theory in 
the end cannot do Taiwan any good . 

Health and education 
The health and education parameters in Table 2 all show 

similarities for the industrial countries on the one hand, and 
the underdeveloped countries on the other. Industrial coun
tries' life expectancies are over 70 years; underdeveloped 
nations , below 60-sometimes far below. The number of 
people who must be served by each doctor and hospital bed, 
and the number of pupils each teacher must educate; are
lower in industrial economies . In every category, Taiwan's  
health and education data have reached industrial standards 
(Figures 21-26) . 

Official Beijing statistics are not belie-vable in these'cate
gories ,  and so Mainland China' s  data have not been included 
in most of these figures .  For example , the data on education 
in Beijing's  Statistical Yearbook of China in 1 991 , claim that 
the ratio of students per teacher in middle and high schools 
is a mere 1 4 . 6--a level much higher than even the most 
expensive private schools in the United States . 

One Japanese researcher did, however, produce a realis
tic comparative graph (Figure 25) which shows the effects 
of the P .R . C . 's  Great Leap Forward ( 1 957-6 1 )  and Cultural 
Revolution ( 1 966-76) . 25 As previously mentioned , begin
ning in 1 965 , most graduating classes of secondary schools 
were sent to the country . To avoid this ,  students from 1 965 
to 1970 quit senior high school in large numbers , and even 
quit junior high . In 1 970 , under the influence of Deng, Mao 
temporarily halted the policy, encouraging students to return 
to school (note a rise in the graph) ,  but in 1 975 , the policy 
was again implemented and the regime even closed large 
numbers of schools ,  especially in rural areas , to force stu
dents onto the farms to "learn from the peasants . "  Since 
1 980, enrollment rates have recovered, but new school con
struction has had to make up the huge deficits of the 1 970s , 
plus keep pace with the rising school-age population . 

The development of an educated workforce on Taiwan is 
instructive . Figure 26 shows how Taiwan has virtually wiped 
out illiteracy since the war. The percentage of the workforce 
with an education higher than primary school has zoomed 
from 700,000 out of 3 . 7  million or 19% in 1 964 , to 5 . 5  
million out of 8 . 3  million in 1 990 or 66% . Virtually the entire 
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growth in the workforce has been in high school and college 
I 

graduates . I 

Looking further 'behind the numbers' 
More careful inspection show� that the indicators in Table 

2 should be refined to reveal more about what it is "behind 
the numbers ," which makes an i*dustrial economy function 
and grow. Table 3 tries to do thi� . It underlines that it is the 
very concentration of relative Pftential popUlation density 
which best encourages industrialtzation and progress.  Truly 
the anti-popUlation theorists are I trying to stop the modem 
industrialization of the nations th¢y victimize . 

As the life expectancy figure� in Table 2 show , a human 
life in underdeveloped nations is *ot the same as a human life 
in industrial countries .  Instead M raw population per area 
density, Table 3 therefore m�' sures lifetimes per area, 
against the standard of the 1 970 . S .  life expectancy of 7 l .  3 
years . In 1 970, an Indian' s  life expectancy of 48 .4 years, 
was only 68% of the average American' s ;  a Chinese life 
expectancy was only 83% of an American ' s .  

- ' Multiplying these percentage� by raw population per area 
in Table 2 ,  we derive Table 3 ,  Itne 1 :  "lifetimes per area. "  
I n  lifetimes per area, India and �he P .R .C .  are even more 
underpopulated than they were inl simple population per area 
in Table 2 .  India's  population d�sity falls from 1 70 to 1 1 5 

and the P.R .C . ' s  from 85 to 70'. Japan is now clearly the 
most population-rich of the industrial nations , and Taiwan 
outstrips Japan (see also Figure 27) . 

Comparing lifetimes density in Taiwan and the P .R.C.  
over time, Figure 28 shows the superior rate of  increase in 
Taiwan . Taiwan's  lifetimes density has the steepest slope, 
rising from 269 in 1 960 , to 600 ;in 1 992 , compared to Tai
wan's  simple population density rising from 300 to 570 .  

Figure 29  compares the new Imeasure o f  lifetimes to the 
old one of simple population density for both countries .  As 
Taiwan' s  living standards reach U . S .  levels in the mid-
1 970s , and then exceed U . S .  levels , Taiwan's  "quality of 
life" measure of lifetimes per a1rea rises above its simple 
population density . But for the P. R. C .  , by 1 99 1 , the measure 
of lifetimes per area has barely reached the simple population 
density rate . China' s  simple population density rises from 70 
to 1 20 people per square kilometer-but China' s  lifetimes 
per square kilometer are only 43 to 1 1 8 .  This is because 
China' s  life expectancy , which was only 44 years in 1 960, 
was still , in 1 99 1 ,  below the U. S .  standard (at 70 years 
versus 7 l . 3)-even if Beij ing ' s  figure for life expectancy is 
accepted, which is open to question. 

Table 3 ' s  next improved measure , "people per house
hold," refers to the fact that people do not exist as discrete, 
countable individuals,  but rather, human life is organized 
through the family household. Only the family household 
can produce a new generation, sUipport those who work, and 
care for the aged . A society organized around anything less 
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TABLE 3 

Improved physical economy indicators for 1970 

1 970 Taiwan 

Country U.S. Germany India Japan P.R£. 1970 1990 

Life expectancy 71 .3 70.6 
as percent of 71 .3 years 1 00% 99% 
x population per km2 22 245 

= LHetimes per km2 22 242.5 

People per household 3.2 2.9 

I(m2 used area per 1 ,000 households 72.7 6.8 

1 ,OOOS kwh consumed per capita 24.08 1 0.25 

1 ,OOOs kwh consumed per km2 used area 355.7 1 ,562 

Tons food produced per km2 crop area 345 2 , 1 67 

Freight tons per household 82 1 29 

Tons industrial output per worker 363 437 

Mill ions Ill" water consumed 
per 1 ,000 households 7.6 1 .3 

than a real household will not be able to reproduce its work
force. People work and produce sustenance for themselves ,  
and for children and other non-working population, via the 
household. In Table 3 ,  the United States and West Germany 
average some 3 persons per household, and Japan almost 4 .  
India and the P .R .C .  are more in  the range of 5 ,  while Taiwan 
is declining from of 5 . 6  to 4 .  

This ratio requires further interpretation . On the one 
hand, industrialization would allow young couples to move 
out of peasant extended families and create a rapid rate of 
new household formation in urbanization, which is desirable . 
If an economy reflects a prosperous large ratio of new young 
couples ,  with only two (or three) persons per household in 
their first few years , that would reduce the number from an 
average five or six persons per household. Figure 30 shows 
indeed that Taiwan' s  rate of formation of new households is 
rising rapidly , almost tripling from 1 96 1  to 1 99 1 .  This re
flects the postwar baby boom generation forming new fami
lies . In Figure 30, the P .R .C .  ' s  number of households (while 
vastly larger in absolute number) shows a much flatter slope , 
a lower rate of rise; it does not even double from 1 96 1  to 
199 1 .  

On the other hand , if young couples are not having chil
dren, thanks to the malthusian population propagandists , a 
too-rapid fall in people per household could indicate an econ
omy in danger of becoming a post-industrial junkheap. The 
collapse of population growth in the United States , West 
Germany, and Japan by 1 970-reflected today in Japan' s  
massive labor shortage-is also shown here . An average of 
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48.4 73.3 59j 1  69. 1  74. 1 
68% 1 03% 83t:. 97% 1 04% 

1 70 279 85 , 408 571 

1 1 5 286 70 , 395 593 

5. 1 3.9 4;6 5.6 4.0 

1 5.5 2.8 22 : 1 6.6 3.4 

.46 1 3.06 ,51 5.3 1 7. 1  

30.4 4,631 24J9 796 5,0 1 4  

323 1 ,505 243 : 1 ,094 1 ,0 1 5  

2.6 1 95 8.5 29 93 

7.3 31 2 3a;a 65 1 75 

3.3 3.2 2 ; 1  5.4 3.8 

! 
three to four persons per household in 1 970 , in what Adam 

Smith advocates mistakenly call "m�ture economies ," meant 
that couples in these particular in�strial nations were not 
even having two children each, totabing four per household. 
A fertility replacement rate of 2 . 3  bifths per woman is needed 
just to maintain the existing populat;ion. 

By that measure , China' s  "one-¢hild policy" has been an 
economic abomination as well as a llJloral one. We know from 
Figure 30 that China is not produci�g many new, prosperous 
young households . Figure 31 show, that the average number 
of persons per household is also st�gnating , after a big drop 
following implementation of the on�-child policy in 1 974. 

Figure 3 1 ,  however, also shows ,that Taiwan is endanger� 
ing itself. The precipitous rate of cq11apse below the four per 
household danger point , shows that Taiwanese couples may I 
be heeding the malthusian "post-indpstrial" credo and simply 
not having enough children . 

If this ratio does not level off jand continues to fall , it 
should be read as a red flag in Taipe, . Taiwan's  net reproduc
tion rate (Figure 32) , the rate at wh�ch women are reproduc
ing female children , is also falli� sharply and seems to 
bear out this reading . Gross reprod�ction rate is the average 
number of female babies expecte� to be born during their 
lifetimes ,  to all those fertile femal¢s alive in that year. Net 
reproduction rate is the gross rate , ",nus (net) of infant deaths 
under the age of one . At a net rep .. oduction rate of 1 ,  each 
woman is reproducing on average ; 1 girl during her fertile 
years , and thus , on average , 1 boy . The family is producing 
2 children per 2 adults . Thus,  if the rate is under 1 ,  Taiwan 
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is not even reproducing its population. 
Even the edited official Beijing and U.N. figures show 

that the net reproduction rate of the P.R.C. is undergoing a 
similar precipitous drop (Figure 33) . 

Power density per used area 
Table 3 also shows that the use of land in each nation is 

not uniform. There are different classes of land which are 
put to different uses. Therefore, one must take into account 
productivities per different types of land. A nation has farm
land or cultivated area, urban area, industrial area, and "used 
area," which refers to the sum of these and all land area 
modified and used in some way by man. Further, the culti
vated or urban portion of the land is improved, in different 
ways in each country, by different densities of networks of 
transportation, power, water, and other infrastructure. 

In Table 3, another measure of relative potential popula
tion density, "square kilometers of used area per 1,000 house
holds," is a significant change from the initial population 
density figures in Table 2. It shows a major distinction for 
especially Japan and Taiwan, which use less of their territory 
than do either the United States or even West Germany. In 
Table 2 ,  Germany and Japan had comparable population 
density rates of 245 and 279 people per square kilometer, 
both ten times that of the United States. In Table 3, however, 
compared to the American used area per 1,000 households 
of 72 .7  square kilometers, West German households used 
one-tenth of this space-but Japanese housholds used one
twenty-sixth of the space. By this measure, Japan's house
hold population density is another order of magnitude more 
intense than that of even West Germany. 

This is not a question of Japanese "living in rabbit hutch
es," as they are often slandered to d(}-packed into one-room 
apartments at a low standard of living. Rather, it reflects 
the trend of the Japanese economy as a whole to become 
"metropolized," more like the living conditions in the better 
areas of New York City and Tokyo, where small ground 
areas of urban land can support very large numbers of people, 
as in a Fifth A venue skyscraper, at quite high standards of 
consumption. Unlike Fifth Avenue, these areas can also ex
hibit very high industrial productivity. 

Comparing Taiwan and the Mainland, Figure 34 shows 
a similar relation. Taiwan's used area per household is, of 
course, a fraction of that on the Mainland, but of real interest 
again is the slope of the graphs. Taiwan's sharply declining 
area use, an increased household density per used area, indi
cates a Japan-like pattern of high technology per area devel
opment. The most important aspect of the P.R.C. number is 
that it stagnates. There are no significant improvements in 
technology being introduced. 

The use of urban area per household makes this more 
clear. Figure 3S shows Taiwan's superior urbanization in 
area terms. Even though Taiwan's density of households per 
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urban area is increasing rapidly, leading to more efficient 
use of urban area, Taiwan's rate of urban development still 
eclipses that of the P.R.C. i 

An improved measure of electricity use illustrates why 
this is not just "crowding" in Tqkyo and Taipei. In Table 2, 

a measure of 1,000 kilowatts of electricity consumption per 
capita showed the U.S. consumet using 1 .7 times the German 
consumer and 1.5 times the Japanese consumer. In Table 3,  

a new measure of electricity, 1 ,000 kilowatt-hours consumed 
per square kilometer of used ar¢a, shows something differ
ent. Here, German usage of power is4.4 times as intense per 
area as in the United States, and Japanese usage is 1 3  times 
more intense. I 

Thus, the United States higher per capita energy con
sumption is a form of physical economic waste. Americans I • consume more only because the land area of the Umted States 
has not been subject to the same depth of improvement effect
ed over more than 1,000 years, as in Germany, every inch of 
which is "gardened," or in Japan since the Meiji Restoration. 

Higher-technology cities pe�it a higher relative poten
tial population density, because ! they permit a concentration 
of per area resources which mote than offset any lower per 
capita supplies (Figure 36) . The much higher "per area" 
measures in Table 3 for Japan and West Germany are a 
reflection of the level of infrastructure improvement to the 
land, which permits more peo�le to be supported per unit 
area, at comparable standards otiHving, because of the lower 
costs per physical unit of capital i improvement. Anyone who 
has ever taken a German or Jap$tese train to work, at a low 
cost, will appreciate immediate1y how much more efficient 
this is for an economy, than ha�ing the workforce sit on the 
Washington or Los Angeles fredways during rush hour. 

Again, comparison of Taiw�n 's energy density per used 
area with the Mainland shows tHat the P.R.C. is not even on 
the map (Figure 37) . 

Agricultural productivity 
The new measure of agricul$ral productivity in Table 3,  

tons of food produced per squlrre kilometer of crop area, 
also shows the superiority of the Japan-Germany population 
density economic model. With � .  8 times the labor force em
ployed in agriculture compared to the United States (refer 
back to Table 2) , German farmer/; produce 6. 2 times more per 
unit crop area than American frulmers, and Japanese farmers 
produce 4.3 times the United States per area output. Again, 
Taiwan approches Japanese levels of agricultural productivi
ty per crop area. 

Figure 38 shows the comparison for Taiwan and the 
Mainland. Higher yields per unlit crop area reflect a higher 
density of infrastructure in TaiWan, as in Japan and West 
Germany, which cheapens the �conomic cost of both food 
production and distribution. The1cost of delivering the manu
factured products the farmers need-machinery, fertilizer, 
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etc .-is less . The fanner is receiving more man-made water 
supply in irrigation and sanitation per crop area. Farm , trans
port, and household refrigeration facilities are better. Each 
fanner can do more; you don' t  have to go so far from the city 
to bring the food to market; fresher produce is available to 
city dwellers . 

Examining Taiwan and the Mainland' s  agriculture in 
some detail , we get a better understanding of the P .R .C .  ' s  
famous agricultural yields . Figure 39  isolates out only grain 
and grain-producing areas . Only half of Taiwan ' s  crop area 
produces grain, while the Mainland produces grain on over 
95% of its crop area or more . Still Taiwan' s  productivity per 
grain area has been superior on this measure until recently .  

The 1979-8 1 agricultural reforms , returning land to the 
peasants in the P .R .C . ,  created a spurt in grain production 
per area as shown on the graph . It is also true that P . R . C .  
per-area productivity comes from an enormous input o f  un
trained, uneducated, and poorly fed and housed peasant labor 
per area. Recall too that all Mainland agricultural production 
figures are believed to be inflated . 

On a fann labor basis , however, Figure 40 shows that the 
average Taiwan fanner simply has a far higher technological 
input from infrastructure and living standards generally than 
the Mainland peasant. There is still no comparison between 
the per-worker agricultural productivity . 

It is only in the enormously labor-intensive rice sector 
that the Mainland is able to outstrip Taiwan in the sheer 
number of peasants it can crowd into an area of paddy, pro
ducing superior yields (according to official Beijing rice pro
duction figures) per paddy area (Figure 41) .  

Once again, however, the productivity from machinery , 
fertilizer, and infrastructure at the command of each Taiwan 
rice fanner is one full order of magnitude higher than the 
productivity per worker of the Mainland rice farmer (Figure 

42) . 

In the meat production sector, where nutrition is far high
er per ton , Taiwan ' s  modem meat industry far outstrips the 
Mainland in productivity per farm area. The fact is that the 
Mainland is still so unsure of its ability to feed the population 
with grain-reports of child malnutrition in the interior are 
widespread-that the Mainland Chinese cannot afford to 
feed many animals or to eat much meat (Figure 43) . 

The productivity of Taiwan' s  meat industry per agricul
tural workforce is even higher. The Mainland , again , is bare
ly on the map (Figure 44) . 

While according to Beijing' s  official figures , meat con
sumption is rising , the Mainland' s  per capita figure bears 
little comparison with Taiwan' s  meat consumption per capita 
(Figure 45) . 

Figure 46 shows Taiwan' s  profile rising to an industrial 
population' s  standard for consumption of food . The more 
expensive, more complex protein of meat is able to be substi
tuted for rice at an accelerating rate . Mainland China does 
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not reveal any rice consumption 6gures,  but it is safe to say 
that no such graph as this could possibly be drawn. 

I 
Water supply and productivity 

One of the major factors of productivity in agriculture 
and general health and sanitation ' in Taiwan and the P .R .C .  
i s  water use , for crop irrigation (tl!J.e largest part of  it) , indus
trial , and domestic household (municipal) use . The last line 
of Table 3 shows a comparison of total national water use per 
household (known technically as "water withdrawals") . As 
with the initial figures per household and per capita for elec
tricity use , the United States is clelarly the highest consumer, 
for good and also not so good reasons . 

Another frequently used measure is water withdrawn 
(used by man from nature) as a percent of total water available 
in nature from rainfall (minus evaporation) . As the natural 
availability averaged out over � decade does not change 
much, this "withdrawn ratio" is a measure of how much man 
is intervening into nature to harness its resources .  In 1 970, 
U. S. and German withdrawals pet availability were 3 1  % and 
37% , Japan and India were at 2 1  % ,  Taiwan at 20% , and the 
P . R . C .  at 1 7 % .  (Japanese withdrawal as a percent is only 
apparently low; Japan 's  rainfall is unusually high per habit
able land area, compared to the: United States and West 
Germany) . 

Figure 47 shows how TaiwaQ harnessed its water power 
since 1 963 , nearly doubling withprawals of available water 
to 28% .  Comparable figures show the P .R .C .  stagnating at 
the 17% level . 26 

Regarding the general consumption figure at the bottom 
of Table 3 ,  American personal h(>me sanitation water with
drawal standards are clearly the highest of the six countries .  
American 1 970 sanitation standar�s estimated a necessary 60 
gallons per person per day in a U � S .  private home; below 20 
gallons was considered below the! sanitary minimum. Actual 
domestic use per person in 1 970 in the United States was 77 
gallons , 36 gallons in West Germany , 30 gallons in Japan 
(including predominantly public baths in 1970) , 30 gallons 
in Taiwan , 20 gallons in MainlaQd China, and 16 gallons in 
India . 

Over time , Figure 48 shows.  Taiwan' s  domestic water 
supply system has increased per-qlPita domestic use dramati
cally , from 20 cubic meters per capita to 1 2 1 .  

But in all of these countries ,  domestic withdrawal of 
water was a small percent of the tc!>tal withdrawn, only 7% of 
the total in the United States . The: bulk of withdrawals went 
for agriculture in most countries ,  except in the United States , 
where agricultural use , while maj<!>r, was outstripped by pow
er use . The United States uses 35% of its water in agriculture, 
a full 45% in electrical generation cooling , and 1 3 %  in in
dustry . 

As with electricity , however, the United States has a 
relatively plentiful supply of water-and uses it very freely 
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spread out over large areas . Thus, America's  water usage per 
unit of used area development of the American water system 
is not that impressive . 

Measuring water withdrawal usage , as with electricity , 
now using the more sophisticated measure of water with
drawn per used area, Japan and Taiwan in 1970 used ten 
times the water per used area than any of the other countries ,  
a s  with their electricity-per-used-area figures earlier. In part, 
this was because of major rice proportion of crop , which 
requires large water volume of irrigation relative to wheat , 
for example . 

It was also due, however, to greatly improved water sup
ply systems per unit area. Figure 49 demonstrates the devel
opment of Taiwan's  water withdrawal per general used area 
of the country . 

By contrast with the United States , in 1970 , India, Tai
wan, and China used 93% ,  93% , and 86% of their water 
for agriculture . For these nations , this meant that there was 
absolutely no room for expansion without dramatically in
creasing the ratio between basic water withdrawn by man 
and that available from nature . 

As was seen in Figure 47, Taiwan did that; India and 
China did not. In absolute terms , Taiwan from 1 960 to 1 990 
was able to increase its total water withdrawals from 10 
billion cubic meters to  19 .5  billion , almost doubling . Within 
this , withdrawals for agriculture increased from 9 . 5  billion 
(almost the total) to 15 billion cubic meters . That also meant 
a healthy rising margin of water remaining for industrial and 
domestic use , which margin rose from 0 .5  billion to 4 . 5  
billion cubic meters . 

Figure 50 shows the sharp rise in Taiwan's  improvement 
of the water used by each square kilometer of agricultural 
land in particular. 

The tremendous productivity of the Taiwanese farmer is 
here revealed to have a great deal to do with Taiwan's  postwar 
water development, seen in Figure 51 as the rising water use 
per agricultural household, and in Figure 52 per member of 
the agricultural labor force . 

This is why Taiwan exhibits a falling gross overall con
sumption of water per household in Table 3 between 1970 
and 1990 . First, recall that the number of households in 
Taiwan is booming . More importantly ,  because the principal 
use of water in Taiwan, agriculture , is becoming so much 
more productive per unit area, and more developed in its 
water use per unit area, the number of households on the 
island can increase even faster than the also-impressive in
crease in total gross water supply. Thus , gross usage per 
household (Figure 53) falls because of the sheer intensity 
with which Taiwan is using its water. 

At the same time, Taiwan's  domestic water supply to 
homes has increased in absolute terms , from 200 million 
cubic meters in 1 96 1 ,  to 2 . 5  billion cubic meters in 199 1 .  
Domestic water provision due to the growing overall water 
supply system is even growing fast enough to rise in domes-
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tic-use-per-household terms (Figure 54) .  
At the same time, industrial use o f  water rose i n  absolute 

terms from 95 million cubic meters in 1961  to 1 . 5 billion in 
199 1 .  It is also rising in per-capita, per-household, and per
urban-area terms (Figures 55 and 56) . 

Industrial producton 
The final lines of Table 3 als� include preliminary mea

sures for industrial production per se. At the time of this 
writing , comprehensive data on Mainland China' s  industrial 
sector had not been located; these are now being gathered for 
processing in the near future . 

Still , preliminary conclusions may be drawn. Freight tons 
per household in Table 3 is the gross amount of freight in 
tons carried by rail , road , and intelmal waterways , per every 
household in the country . This is a gross measurement of 
how much industrial , agricultural , and useful raw material 
product each family in the countty is able to create for the 
rest of the country . The biggest "deliverers of the goods" are 
Japan, with 195 tons per household, and West Germany, 
with 1 29 tons . India and the P . R . C .  are two orders of magni
tude below these figures,  because in these agricultural socie
ties , a significant tonnage of food and other goods is con
sumed by the rural populatioq that produces it. This 
production does not show in the freight figures here, because 
we are measuring industrial production proper beyond the 
need of the producers . 

Figure 57 shows that Taiwa� by 1 988 had already sur
passed the U .  S .  level of 82 tons f*ight per household and is 
rising toward Japanese levels .  

In Table 3,  industrial output in tons per worker is derived 
to make a gross comparison of industrial production in real 
terms . From the total tons of frejght carried by the nation, 
the weight of total food productioo in tons and of fuels con
sumed, and the major industrial r�w materials ,  are subtract
ed , leaving a figure for gross industrial output. Per manufac
turing workforce , the United States , West Germany, and 
Japan are clearly ahead . 

Figure 58 shows that Taiwan'ls gross industrial output in 
metric tons has been rising quite sharply . 

Figure 59 shows that the productivity of Taiwan' s  indus
trial workforce has also been rising sharply . 

The few comparative figures available for the Mainland at 
this writing show roughly the same trend as the comparative 
agricultural production figures , w�th some interesting aberra
tions . We have arrayed the comparative figures by productiv
ity per manufacturing workforce, as the gross production 
numbers published by Beij ing were so rough as to make any 
other measurement seem almost meaningless . 

Figure 60 shows a general low but recently rising produc
tivity in cement production for th¢ P .R .C .  which is , typical
ly , barely on the same "map" as Taiwan . 

Figure 61 gives an idea of Taiwan's  overall population 
productivity in cement output . 
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Figure 62, "Steel production per 1 ,000 manufacturing 
workforce ," causes those who have escaped the Mainland 
since 1 980 a certain painful laughter. These official Beij ing 
figures for crude steel during the 1 96 1 -69 period include the 
binge of peasant backyard steelmaking begun earlier during 
the Cultural Revolution, which continued through the 1 96Os . 
Counted here (and likely also inflated) are the millions of 
tons of useless steel produced when peasants were forced to 
melt down their woks , tools , and other iron implements in 
backyard furnaces . The "steel" output was useless for any
thing else and lay in heaps rusting all over China, while 
the peasant "no longer even had a wok to cook in ,"  as one 
participant put it. 

Figure 63 shows Taiwan' s  production of steel by house
hold . Figures 64 through 68 show other aspects of industrial 
production by particular industries .  

Since the beginning of  1 994 , however, China has begun 
a shift. The crisis in China due to past economic policies has 
so impressed itself upon Beijing 's  planners , that they have 
begun to examine new models . 

Chinese Vice Premier Zhu Rongji ,  who is also head of 
China's central bank, told a Tokyo audience in March that 
China will not accept the proposal ofU . S .  Treasury Secretary 
Lloyd Bentsen and Federal Reserve Chairman Alan 
Greenspan for a restructuring of China's central bank on 
the Federal Reserve model . Nor will China soon make its 
currency, the yuan , convertible soon, he said , despite de
mands for this from Morgan Bank, Citibank, and other An
glo-American bankers . "Zhu emphasized that China's  gov
ernment needs more centralization to get the economy under 
control," a Tokyo diplomat told EIR . "The Chinese are well 
aware of the dangers of the extreme free-market system , and 
won't be pressured into it . "  

The significance i s  that China has begun to seek advice 
from proponents of the Alexander Hamilton system of national 
banking and economic "industrial policy" in Japan, Taiwan, 
and South Korea. Planners from these countries are now advis
ing Beijing with both the reform of its banking system, and 
with general economic and infrastructure planning. 

All three of these nations maintained Hamiltonian nation
al banks which directed credit to infrastructure and new tech
nologies ,  rather than Federal Reserve-style private central 
banks , throughout their postwar economic development until 
the late 1 980s . Were China to give up its banking system to 
the British free-market theorists , there would be no hope of 
financing such vast infrastructure programs of the magnitude 
which will be required to electrify and industrialize a country 
that size , and bring it into the twenty-first century . 

Shortly after China rejected the Federal Reserve model , 
Zhu's  economic team announced that Beijing was sus
pending certain programs in the speculative Special Econom
ic Zones , and began serious negotiations in Europe for a 
major new national infrastructure program, notably during 
Prime Minister Li Peng' s July trip to Germany . 
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